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Bonding and Grounding

What?

Why?

How?

Ark Tsisserev, FEC, M.Sc., P.Eng.
Principal

IEEE, Alberta section, September, 2013



Object of bonding and grounding

Sections 10 and 36 of the CE CodeSections 10 and 36 of the CE Code



Definitions

Bonding - a low impedance path obtained by permanently joining all 

non-current carrying metal parts to ensure electrical continuity and 

having the capacity to conduct safely any current likely to be 

imposed on it.

Bonding conductor - a conductor that connect the non-current-Bonding conductor - a conductor that connect the non-current-

carrying parts of electrical equipment, raceways, or enclosures to the 

service equipment or system grounding conductor.

Ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) – a device whose function 

is to interrupt, within a predetermined time, the electrical circuit to the 

load when a current to ground exceeds a predetermined value that is 

less than that required to operate the overcurrent protective device 

of a supply circuit.



Definitions

Ground fault protection – a device, other than a ground fault circuit 

interrupter of the Class A type, whose function is to control or interrupt 

ground fault current or voltage-to-ground in the circuit or system 

where it is installed.

Grounded – connected effectively with the general mass of the earth Grounded – connected effectively with the general mass of the earth 

through a grounding path of sufficiently low impedance and having an 

ampacity sufficient at all times, under the most severe conditions 

liable to arise in practice, to prevent any current in the grounding 

conductor from causing a harmful voltage to exist.

a)Between the grounding conductors and neighbouring exposed 

conducting surfaces that are in good contact with the earth or;

b)Between the grounding conductors and neighbouring surfaces of 

the earth itself.



Definitions

Grounding – a permanent and continuous conductive path to the 

earth with sufficient ampacity to carry any fault current liable to be 

imposed on it, and of a sufficiently low impedance to limit the voltage 

rise above ground and to facilitate the operation of the protective 

devices in the circuit.

Grounding conductor – the conductor used to connect the service 

equipment or system to the grounding electrode.

Grounding electrode – a buried metal water-piping system or metal 

object or device buried in, or driven into, the ground to which a 

grounding conductor is electrically and mechanically connected.



Definitions

Grounding system – all conductors, clamps, ground clips, ground 

plates or pipes, and ground electrodes by means of which the 

electrical installation is grounded.



Grounding and Bonding
10-000 Scope

1) This Section covers the protection of electrical 

installations by grounding and bounding.

2) Insulating, isolating and guarding may be used as 

means of affording supplemental protection to means of affording supplemental protection to 

grounding or, where permitted, in the Code, as a 

suitable alternative.



Grounding and Bonding
10-002 Object

Grounding and bonding as required by this Code shall be done in 

such a manner as to serve the following purposes:

a)To protect life from the danger of electric shock and property 

from damage by boding to ground non-current-carrying metal 

systems;

b)To limit the voltage on a circuit when it is exposed to higher 

voltages than that for which it is designed;

c)In general to limit as circuit voltages-to-ground to 150 V or less 

on circuits supplying interior wiring systems;

d)To facilitate the operation of electrical apparatus and systems; 

and

e)To limit the voltage on a circuit that might otherwise occur 

through exposure to lighting.



System and Circuit Grounding



System and Circuit Grounding



System and Circuit Grounding



System and Circuit Grounding



Single-phase, 3-wire solidly grounded system 

(midpoint grounded)



Three-phase, 4-wire solidly grounded system 

(midpoint grounded)



Three-phase, 4-wire solidly grounded system 

with no neutral load (3-wire on load side) 

(midpoint grounded)





Three-phase, 4-wire impedance grounded 

system (midpoint grounded)



Rule 10-206



Different three-phase, 4-wire solidly grounded 

systems at a facility (midpoint grounded)





Three-phase, 3-wire ungrounded (delta) 

system



Grounding electrodes



Grounding electrodes



Grounding electrodes



Grounding electrodes



Rules 10-700(1)(a), 10-700(4)

Manufactured grounding electrodes are those manufactured and 

certified to CSA C22.2 No. 41.

It is important that in-situ grounding electrodes provide an equivalent 

surface area contact with earth so as do manufactured electrodes 

(see CSA C22.2 No. 41).  Consideration should also be given to the 

effects that corrosion may have on the in-situ ground electrode effects that corrosion may have on the in-situ ground electrode 

impacting durability and life-expectancy.  For example, an 

underground metal water piping system located at least 600 mm 

below finished grade and extending at least 3 m has traditionally 

been recognized as a suitable grounding electrode.  Similarly, the 

metallic reinforcement of a concrete slab, concrete piling, or concrete 

foundation and iron pilings in significant contract with earth at 600 

mm or more below finished grade have also been found to be 

suitable in-situ electrodes.



Rules 10-700(1)(a), 10-700(4)

Any metallic material encapsulated with a non-conductive compound 

to protect it from corrosion would not meet the criteria for use as an 

in-situ ground electrode.



Grounding and Bonding



Grounding and Bonding



Grounding and Bonding



Grounding and Bonding



36-304 Station ground resistance



36-304 Station ground resistance



Grounding inside and outside equipment to 

remote grounding grid electrode



Grounding of pad-mounted transformer



Grounding of gang-operated switch handle



Notes:

(1)  3 pole switching arrangement conforming to Rules 6 – 106 and 14-612 might work with MDGF installed in breakers G1; M1 and M2.  Such approach will meet                               

provisions of Rule 14-102 (see diagram 3 in the CEC).

(2)  Grounding electrodes of all three solidly grounded systems (derived by each transformer – TX5; TX6 and by 2 MW generator) could be interconnected at a 

common tie point at the service equipment.  Re:  Rule 10-206 (2).

(3)  Grounded service conductor from each such source (G-Generator: TX5; TX6) is allowed to carry unbalanced current (to function as neutral), and to carry fault 

current (to function as bonding conductor).  Re:  Rules 10-204 (2) (a) – (c); 10-624 (2).

















Questions?


